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1. Executive Summary 

During 2021, the Kosovo Judicial Council (KJC) and the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council (KPC) 

have followed different trajectories towards meeting the objectives of a justice system with 

integrity, transparency and accountability. 

To achieve these objectives, the KJC has taken a number of positive steps, starting with the 

online broadcasting of its meetings on Facebook, the publication of almost 97% of the decisions 

adopted, the management with full transparency and the integrity of the process of recruiting 

new judges, publication of decisions of the competent authorities for the rejection of 

disciplinary complaints filed by natural and legal persons against judges, etc. Regression in 

terms of transparency has been shown by the KPC, which has not published almost half of the 

adopted decisions on its official website, continuing not to publish in full also the adopted 

decisions in Serbian. The KPC also showed a non-transparent approach when it ignored the 

request of the British Embassy to support the selection process of the new Chief State 

Prosecutor. In terms of accountability, the most severe disciplinary measure that the KJC has 

imposed over the past year has been the degradation, which was imposed on former KJC 

member Driton Muharremi, as a result of his involvement in a wiretapping affair. On the other 

hand, the most severe disciplinary measure imposed by KPC was the non-public written 

reprimand, which represents an “amnesty” approach of the Council in disciplining prosecutors 

involved in disciplinary violations. 

The KPC has not initiated disciplinary proceedings against former Chief State Prosecutor 

Aleksandër Lumezi, although his name was apostrophized in public wiretaps, conveying the 

message of the inviolability of certain figures in the prosecutorial system. The illegal election 

of Jetish Maloku as the head of the KPC, contrary to Law No. 06 / L-056 on the Kosovo 

Prosecutorial Council, has enabled his recycling to this position, giving him a 10-year term. 

Both Councils during 2021 have failed to meet the legal obligations for the adoption of 

secondary legislation and the full implementation of their working plans, which has resulted 

on a number of unapproved bylaws. The KJC had shown progress in exercising control over 

court presidents through their reporting mechanism to its members, while the KPC have not 

invited Chief Prosecutors to report at all, but only submitted written reports. During 2021, the 

KJC had not managed to evaluate the performance of 1/3 of the judges with permanent 

mandates according to the random method, while the KPC during this period had fully 

implemented this process. 

Moreover, during 2021, KPC had continued the illegal practice of promoting prosecutors in 

the sake of transfer. During this year, KPC through an unreasonable decision had sent the 

prosecutor Ferdane Sylejmani for the mandatory training, only three months before retirement, 

a decision which in addition to being unlogical, also damages state resources. 

Even during the past year, the KJC has continued with the good practice of public consultations. 

For this, KLI has recommended the formalization of these procedures. 
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2. The adoption of secondary legislation in KJC 

Adoption of bylaws is one of the important competencies of the KJC to guarantee the efficient 

administration of justice. During 2021 the KJC has approved a total of six regulations and has 

made an amendment to a basic regulation1 (which was also approved in 2021)2, three 

administrative instructions (AI) and one guideline. 

Although in this respect the Council has made progress compared to 20203, this institution has 

not managed to approve the normative acts provided by its Working Plan for 2021, such as the 

Regulation on the management of requests for access to public documents, the Regulation on 

the norm of individual judges, the Regulation for the Organization of the Secretariat, etc.4 A 

negative phenomenon that has accompanied the KJC during 2021 has been the non-approval 

of bylaws deriving from the Law on the KJC and the Law on the Courts,5 which is a non-

compliance with the law due to the lack of efficiency and lack of proper planning within the 

KJC itself and its committees. 

Regarding the Code of Ethics for Administrative Staff, the KJC has stated that the Code of 

Conduct for Judicial Administration Personnel is applicable since 2012. Regarding this issue, 

the KJC had given a different statements to KLI in the report: "Violation of the Integrity of 

Councils by Councils", where it emphasized that "for this area applies the Code of Ethics 

approved by the Ministry of Public Administration, meanwhile the KJC is working in another 

draft that complements this Code”.6 Regarding the regulation for continuing education of 

judges, according to the KJC, the issuance of such an act is unnecessary as this area is regulated 

by Regulation no. 06/2017 on the training of judges and amended by the Regulation no. 

06/2019. The responsibilities of the standing committees, according to the KJC are regulated 

by the Regulation no.03 / 2020. According to the KJC, it is unnecessary to issue a bylaw for 

the establishment of new branches, as stated by them, this issue is regulated by the Law on 

Courts.7 In addition, the KJC has emphasized that it is maximally engaged in fulfilling its legal 

obligations, and that the consequences of the pandemic COVID / 19 have negatively affected 

 
1Regulation No.01/2021, No.02/2021, No.03/2021, No.04/2021, No.05/2021 and No.06/2021. Guidelines to 

Evaluating the performance of the Judges; AI no.01/2021,  IA no.02/2021 dhe  IA no.03/2021.   
2 Note: Regulation no.01 / 2021 on the evaluation of the performance of judges was approved by the KJC on 

January 26, 2021, while two months later it was sent for amendment. On April 15, 2021, the Council approved 

Regulation no. 02/2021 amending and supplementing Regulation no. 01/2021. 
3 Bajraktari, L; Gashi, L: “Cenimi i integritetit të Këshillave nga Këshillat [Violation of the integrity of the 

Councils by the Councils”. Prishtina. April. 2021. Pp. 9-10. (Available at: https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-

te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/). (Last accessed 13 May 2022). 
4 “ Work Plan of the Kosovo Judicial Council for 2021”. Pp.4, 5 dhe 12 (Available at: https://www.gjyqesori-

rks.org/wp-content/uploads/reports/95135_KGJK_Plani_Punes_2021.pdf).  (Last accessed on 9 May 2022). 
5 Note: With the Law on the KJC and the Law on the Courts was foreseen that by January 2020 the following 

normative acts has to be adopted: Code of Ethics for Lay Judges, Code of Ethics for Administrative Staff, 

Regulation on Duties and Responsibilities of the Standing Committees of the KJC (Article 16.4. the Law on KJC), 

Regulation on the organizational structure and functioning of the KJC, Regulation on Court Administrators; 

Regulation on the Review of Requests for the Establishment of new court branches; Regulation on Professional 

Activities of Judges and Regulation on Continuing Legal Education. 
6 Bajraktari, L; Gashi, L: “Cenimi i integritetit të Këshillave nga Këshillat [Violation of the integrity of the 

Councils by the Councils”. Prishtina. April. 2021. Pp. 9-10. (Available at: https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-

te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/). (Last accessed 1 June 2022). 
7 KJC response to KLI. 1 June 2022. 

https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/
https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/
https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/reports/95135_KGJK_Plani_Punes_2021.pdf
https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/reports/95135_KGJK_Plani_Punes_2021.pdf
https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/
https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/
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the development of the activities in this institution. The Council has announced that it has 

compiled the draft Regulation on the Organizational Structure and Functioning of the Council 

Secretariat which is expected to be adopted during 2022.8  

In this regard, KLI reiterates that the regulations cited by the KJC were issued based on a law 

already repealed. Therefore, that legal basis no longer exists. On the other hand, according to 

Article 42.3 of Law No. 06 / L055 on the KJC, it is clearly stated that: “Until the adoption of 

bylaws defined by this Law, all the bylaws issued by the Council continue to be applied with 

the condition that are not in conflict with the provisions of this Law ”, while paragraph 1 of the 

same article stipulates that“ The bylaws defined by this Law shall be issued within one (1) year 

after the entry into force of this Law ”. Thus, according to the new law on the KJC, the 

regulations mentioned by the Council should be applied only until the moment of approval of 

other acts, which according to the law, should be adopted within a period of one (1) year from 

the entry into force of this law. Whereas, for the necessity of approving the Regulations for the 

establishment of new branches and the Regulation for the professional activity of judges, KLI 

has clearly argued in its analytical report "Violation of the Integrity of Councils by Councils".9  

Despite the recommendations given by KLI regarding the issue of frequent change of 

regulations, such a practice has been encountered during 2021 as well. Two months after the 

adoption of the Regulation on performance evaluation, the Council had decided to send it for 

amendment. This practice of frequently changing regulations can have a negative impact and 

undermine the legal certainty of key actors and processes that are led by the KJC.10 In this 

context, KLI estimates that the process of drafting normative acts should be preceded by a 

thorough analysis, establishing comprehensive and inclusive discussions, in order to build clear 

regulations that regulate certain areas and to prevent such situations when regulations are 

changed within a short period of time. 

The positive practice applied by the KJC for the involvement of the public in the drafting phase 

of normative acts is highly appreciated but it lacks formalization with a special bylaw. The 

KJC has taken steps in this direction and it is required that this regulation be adopted within 

2022. 

3. Accountability in the judicial system and control mechanisms 

During 2021, the KJC has brought 16 disciplinary decisions, of which the most severe measure 

imposed was the degradation and permanent transfer of a judge, 11 while in 6 decisions the 

 
8 KJC response to KLI. 7 April 2022. 
9 Bajraktari, L; Gashi, L: “Cenimi i integritetit të Këshillave nga Këshillat [Violation of the integrity of the 

Councils by the Councils”. Prishtina. April. 2021. Pp. 10-11. (Available at: https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-

te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/). (Last accessed on 1 June 2022). 
10 Venice Commission. “EUROPEAN COMMISSION FOR DEMOCRACY THROUGH LAW – Rule of Law 

Check list”. 18 March 2016. Pp.16. (Stability and consistency of law). (Available at: 

https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2016)007-e). (Last accessed on 

24 May 2022).  
11 KJC response to KLI. 13 January 2022. 

https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/
https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2016)007-e
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judges were not found responsible.12 Disciplinary proceedings were terminated for an 

investigative subject due to the achievement of an absolute statute of limitations for the 

disciplinary violation.13  

KJC and the Secretariat during 2021 have successfully fulfilled the obligation to publish the 

annual report for 2020, the Statistical Report of the Courts for 2020 and the Statistical Report 

of the Courts for the first quarter and the first six months of 2021. It is worthy to mention that 

these reports, in addition to the statistical data they provide, do not explain anything more and 

their analytical and comparative approach is lacking. Numerical data as presented in these 

reports do not allow the public to know whether the number of cases pending within the judicial 

system is manageable by the judiciary itself or not. 

In terms of increasing accountability in the judicial system, the fact that court presidents have 

been invited to report to the Council on the work of the courts they have led has had a positive 

impact, in addition to submitting quarterly and annual written reports. This represents progress 

compared to last year, when court presidents, although submitting their quarterly reports in 

writing, were not invited to report to the KJC.14  

4. Transparency of the KJC and the judicial system  

Access to public information within the judicial system is a very important matter and is one 

of the indicators of the level of transparency and accountability to citizens, civil society and 

the media. Out of 520 requests for information and access to official documents addressed by 

KLI to the KJC and courts in Kosovo, 258 positive responses were received or about 50%. 

Only to the KJC, KLI during this period has submitted 56 such requests, of which, in 26 cases 

(46%) has received positive responses, in 5 cases (9%) negative responses and 25 requests 

(45%) have remained unanswered. 

  

Graphic 1: Transparency of KJC and courts to KLI requests during 2021 

 
12 Note: During this period the Council ex officio has reviewed and evaluated the issue of suspension of a judge 

in a disciplinary case and by a majority of votes has decided to suspend him until another decision of the Council. 
13 Decision KJC.no.74/2021. 
14 Bajraktari, L; Gashi, L: “Cenimi i integritetit të Këshillave nga Këshillat [Violation of the integrity of the 

Councils by the Councils]”. Prishtina. April. 2021. Pp. 18. (Available at:  https://kli-ks.org/cenimi-i-integritetit-

te-keshillave-nga-keshillat/). (Last accessed on 13 May 2022). 
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Out of 29 meetings held by the Council, 431 decisions were issued, while 418 of them were 

published, including disciplinary ones, or 97%.15 KJC has continued to publish its decisions in 

Serbian, but there are still such decisions which have not been published in Serbian.16   

The KJC has shown lack of transparency in relation to the public on the occasion of holding 

meetings through electronic communications, while for five (5) of those meetings held in 2021, 

the agenda was not made public nor was a press release issued. Whereas, in two meetings held 

behind closed doors, in only one of them, specifically in the 270th meeting, the Council issued 

a press release which informed the public what was discussed in that meeting. 

There are a number of decisions taken during 2021 by the KJC which have advanced the 

transparency of this institution in relation to the public, such as the "online" broadcasting of 

Council meetings, the decision for the court presidents to report in regular meetings, the 

publication of decisions of the Competent Authorities for rejecting disciplinary appeals filed 

by natural and legal persons against judges, etc. 

In the face of this marked progress, a challenge to be addressed by the KJC is the lawful 

handling of all requests for access to public documents.  

5. Failure to establish court branches hinders the efficiency of access to justice 

The citizens of Fushë Kosova, Obiliq, Junik, Shtime and Hani i Elezit still face difficulties in 

terms of the effective achievement of the right to easy access to justice. This is because the 

Council, even during 2021, has failed to fulfill the legal obligation in accordance with Article 

10 of the Law on Courts, to establish branches of courts that would deal exclusively with their 

cases, without the need for this citizens to address the courts in other cities. 

The KJC has announced that the construction of a new court building for the municipalities of 

Fushë Kosova and Obiliq is close to completion, and the buiding is expected to be 

functionalized during 2022. Afterward, within the medium-term expenditure framework, 

according to the Council, it is planned the opening of a branch in Shtime, while regarding the 

opening of other branches, according to them, this is conditioned by the available budget 

opportunities.17  

Undoubtedly, the functioning of these branches of the courts would facilitate access to justice 

for citizens belonging to those locations and would affect the reduction of the case load of the 

main headquarters of the basic courts which are charged with cases as a result of not 

establishing these branches. Moreover, this would affect these cases to have a more efficient 

proceedings and within a reasonable time. 

 
15 Note: Unpublished decisions are decisions of closed meetings of the KJC, decisions related to the issuance of 

non-public written remarks and decisions regarding the objections of candidates for president of the court and that 

are not published on the official website of the Council. (Last accessed April 20, 2022). 
16 Note: The latest data on the publication of decisions were released on April 8, 2022. 
17 KJC response to KLI. April 7, 2022. 
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However, the opening of these branches of the courts is also conditioned by the budgetary 

means that the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo allocates to the address of the Council 

according to the Law on Budget, for the implementation of capital projects. The budget of 2021 

approved by the Assembly18, among others, included the construction of the Court building in 

Fushë Kosova, while for 202219, in addition to the continuation of the project for the Court in 

Fushë Kosova, with the approved budget is planned the construction of the Court building in 

Shtime, but not the construction of facilities for the Court of Junik and Hani i Elezit. For this 

reason, the Ministry of Finance should include these capital investments in budget planning 

and then the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo should approve the allocation of these funds 

to the KJC for the functioning of all courts as provided by Article 10 of the The Law on Courts, 

as it is known that the operation and fulfillment of the legal and constitutional mandate of the 

Council, depends, among other things, on the budget that these two institutions make available 

to the latter. 

6. The (non) fulfillment of the work plan and incomplete realization of the performance 

evaluation 

On April 30, 2021, KJC had approved the work plan for 2021. However, some of the objectives 

which the Council has included in this very important document has failed to meet during this 

period such as: Action Plan for Civil Cases Reduction, AI on unique classification marks of 

documents, Basic reference guide for Pre-investigative and disciplinary bodies, Guidelines for 

the process of public consultation of normative acts, etc. 

Nevertheless, the KJC during this period had implemented most of the planning such as: 

Drafting the Regulation on recruitment, examination, appointment and reappointment of 

judges; Drafting a Strategic Plan for the efficient resolution of corruption and organized crime 

cases; Establishment of a Working Group for standardization of forms of judgments and court 

decisions, Commitments in the implementation of the audio and video recording project for 

courts (Funded by the US Embassy in Pristina), etc.20  

In this connection, KLI reminds the KJC that the annual work plan is of vital importance for 

improving the quality of work and in general for improving the quality of justice 

administration. The annual work plan is not just a formal document which only needs to be 

approved, but it is a strategic document to raise the quality of work within a calendar year. 

Thus, the KJC must adhere to the objectives set out in the annual work plan, and continuously 

monitor the implementation of the annual work plan. 

During 2021, the KJC had failed to evaluate the performance of 1/3 of the judges with 

permanent mandate (44 judges), according to the random method, for the evaluation period 

 
18 Law no.07 / L-041 on budget allocations for the Budget of the Republic of Kosovo for 2021. Pp.115-116. 
19 Law no. 08 / L-066 on budget allocations for the Budget of the Republic of Kosovo for 2022. Pp.100-101 
20 “Work Plan of the Kosovo Judicial Council for 2021”. Pp.5,6,10,12. (Available at: https://www.gjyqesori-

rks.org/wp-content/uploads/reports/95135_KGJK_Plani_Punes_2021.pdf). (Last accessed 22 May 2022). 

https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/reports/95135_KGJK_Plani_Punes_2021.pdf
https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/reports/95135_KGJK_Plani_Punes_2021.pdf
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2018, 2019 and 2020.21 In a response given by the KJC to KLI, it is stated that such a thing 

was not done for a reason which had to do with the selection of the new composition of the 

Commission for performance evaluation which started working on April 30, 2021. Further, 

according to the KJC, this commission in the absence of time due to other commitments related 

to the evaluation of other judges, for this group of judges has made the list of evaluation and 

this process is expected to be completed during the first months of 2022. 

8. Delays in the election of presidents and supervisory judges by the KJC 

The development of recruitment procedures for high positions within the judicial system has 

not been done in accordance with the deadlines set by the KJC itself. This has led to a number 

of basic courts remaining with acting presidents for a long time. In this regard, the KJC has 

been obliged to announce a vacancy for President of the BC in Prizren by May 19, 2020 at the 

latest. Also, no later than November 16, 2020, the KJC is obliged to announce the vacancy for 

president of BC in Prishtina and BC in Ferizaj. However, these deadlines set by regulations 

have not been implemented by the Council, as the vacancy for President of BC in Prizren was 

announced on January 27, 2021, or 253 days after the legal deadline. Similarly, 72 days after 

the deadline, the vacancy was opened for the head of the Basic Court in Prishtina and Ferizaj.22  

On June 23, 2021, after almost half a year with an acting president, KJC had elected the 

President of the BC in Prishtina, Mrs. Albina Shabani-Rama.23 Also, after almost eight (8) 

months as an acting president, the KJC on September 27, 2021 had elected Mustaf Tahiri, 

President of the BC in Ferizaj.24  Whereas, the selection of the President of the BC in Mitrovica 

was carried out in accordance with the deadlines set by the regulations in force of the Council.25 

During 2021, the KJC had failed with the election of the President of the BC in Prizren, a 

process that was prolonged. From July 4, 2020 until May 5, 2022, thus for 22 months, this court 

was led by an acting president. For more than 8 months the Appeal was also led by an acting 

president. KJC stated that the performance evaluation process to which some of the candidates 

underwent was the reason for not completing this process quickly.26 The process of 

 
21 KJC response to KLI. February 8, 2022. 
22 Regulation 09/2016 on the procedures for the election, evaluation, suspension and dismissal of court presidents 

and supervisory judges. Article 3.1 “The Kosovo Judicial Council by decision announces the vacant position no 

later than forty-five (45) days before the expiration of the mandate of the presiding judge or judge. Article 3.2 “In 

case the position of the chairman remains vacant, the vacancy is announced no later than thirty (30) days. The 

announcement of the vacancy is published on the website of the Kosovo Judicial Council”. 
23 “Albina Shabani-Rama zgjidhet kryetare e Gjykatës Themelore në Prishtinë [Albina Shabani-Rama is elected 

president of the Basic Court in Prishtina ". Oath of Justice, June 23, 2021 (Available at: 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/albina-shabani-rama-zgjidhet-kryetare-e-gjykates-themelore-ne-prishtine/) (Last 

accessed March 5, 2022). 
24 “Mustaf Tahiri zgjedhet kryetar i Gjykatës në Ferizaj, dështon zgjedhja e kryetarit të Gjykatës së Prizrenit 

[Mustaf Tahiri is elected President of the Court in Ferizaj, while the election of the President of the Court of 

Prizren fails ". Oath of Justice, September 27, 2021 (Available at: Mustaf Tahiri zgjedhet kryetar i Gjykatës në 

Ferizaj, dështon zgjedhja e kryetarit të Gjykatës së Prizrenit - Betimi për Drejtësi (betimiperdrejtesi.com). (Last 

accessed 21 May 2022). 
25 “Ljiljana Stevanoviq zgjedhet kryetare e Gjykatës Themelore në Mitrovicë [Ljiljana Stevanovic is elected 

President of the Basic Court in Mitrovica." November 1 2021 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ljiljana-

stevanoviq-zgjedhet-kryetare-e-gjykates-themelore-ne-mitrovice/). (Last accessed 6 March 2022).  
26 KJC response to KLI. 22.12.2021. 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/albina-shabani-rama-zgjidhet-kryetare-e-gjykates-themelore-ne-prishtine/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/mustaf-tahiri-zgjedhet-kryetar-i-gjykates-ne-ferizaj-deshton-zgjedhja-e-kryetarit-te-gjykates-se-prizrenit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/mustaf-tahiri-zgjedhet-kryetar-i-gjykates-ne-ferizaj-deshton-zgjedhja-e-kryetarit-te-gjykates-se-prizrenit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ljiljana-stevanoviq-zgjedhet-kryetare-e-gjykates-themelore-ne-mitrovice/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ljiljana-stevanoviq-zgjedhet-kryetare-e-gjykates-themelore-ne-mitrovice/
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interviewing candidates for this position had started on April 4, 2022, where more than 9 

months had passed since the announcement of this vacancy.27 

During 2021, the KJC had announced 16 vacancies for the position of Supervising Judge, in 

various branches of the Basic Courts of the Republic of Kosovo.28 Otherwise, in February 2021, 

the KJC had elected supervisory judges for the branches in Gracanica, Strpce and Viti, and 

these vacancies were announced during 2020. During 2021, the KJC had not even managed to 

elect the supervising judge of the branch in Novoberde, as the only candidate who had 

competed had withdrawn from the race and therefore on November 1, 2021, KJC had decided 

to re-announce the vacancy. However, many branches of the basic courts, from the 

announcement of the vacancy to the election of the supervising judge, had been without a 

president for more than six months, and delays in filling such positions have jeopardized the 

normal functioning of these branches. Considering the importance of the position of court 

president and that of supervising judge in the effective, efficient and lawful administration of 

the court and the efficiency of the court regarding the timely handling of court cases, KLI 

emphasizes the need for the Council to constantly ensure that these positions in no case should 

remain vacant, but be filled within the legal deadlines. 

9. Allegations of non-transparency in the appointment of 23 judges 

Although the vacancy for recruitment by the KJC was announced for 27 positions on December 

31, 2018, out of the 27 candidates proposed for appointment to the President of the Republic 

of Kosovo, only 23 of them were appointed. This whole process, from the public announcement 

of the vacancy to the decree of the new judges, has lasted a full two years and 25 days.29 The 

appointment of these judges was made 5 months after the proposal of the KJC, contrary to the 

legal deadline which derives from Article 22 of the Law on the KJC.30  

In addition, this process was accompanied by a high level lack of transparency with many 

concerns raised by members of the KJC themselves. Former KJC member Driton Muharremi 

and one of the members Avni Mehmeti have been the most noisy regarding the non-

transparency of this process. Muharremi alluded that among these candidates there were 

 
27 “Një kandidat tërhiqet nga gara për kryetar të Apelit, për pesë të tjerë KGJK përfundon intervistat [One 

candidate withdraws from the race for President of the Appeal, for five others the KJC completes the interviews", 

Oath of Justice, April 4, 2022 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/nje-kandidat-terhiqet-nga-gara-per-

kryetar-te-apelit-per-pese-te-tjere-kgjk-perfundon-intervistat/). (Last accessed 12 May 2022). 
28 Clarification: These vacancies were announced for the branch in Suhareka, Dragash, Lipjan, Istog, Klina, 

Deçan, Skenderaj, Vushtrri, Rahovec, Malisheva, Novobërdë, Podujevë, Gllogoc, Kaçanik, Leposaviq and Zubin 

Potok. Out of these 16 vacancies, the KJC for 13 of them had managed to fill these positions with new supervisory 

judges, while for the branch in Leposavic and Zubin Potok, the KJC had failed to appoint supervisory judges for 

these positions during 2021. These three leading positions were completed by the Council on 24 February 2022. 
29 Note: On December 31, 2018, the KJC announced a Public Competition for the recruitment of 27 judges at the 

level of basic courts. Whereas, the final list of candidates for judges in the Basic Courts was published almost 19 

months later, on July 27, 2020, after the completion of the appeal review process by the Council Review 

Committee. The proposal of these candidates to the President of the Republic of Kosovo for appointment as a 

judge with an initial mandate was made by the KJC at the meeting held on August 6, 2020. 
30   Law on KJC. Article 22.2 “The President, within sixty (60) days, after receiving the proposal, issues a decree 

for the appointment to the position of judge of the candidate proposed by the Council...”. 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/nje-kandidat-terhiqet-nga-gara-per-kryetar-te-apelit-per-pese-te-tjere-kgjk-perfundon-intervistat/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/nje-kandidat-terhiqet-nga-gara-per-kryetar-te-apelit-per-pese-te-tjere-kgjk-perfundon-intervistat/
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persons with criminal past 31, while Mehmeti stated that the Council was in the dark of 

information on this issue, and that they were misleaded by not being allowed access to the files 

of recommended candidates for decree.32 The lack of transparency which has accompanied 

such an important process as the appointment of new judges, both in relation to the public and 

to the members of the Council, conveys a negative message and undermines public confidence 

in the processes that the Council leads and the decisions it makes. Moreover, the public has 

never been informed by the KJC about the real reasons why out of 27 candidates for judges 

proposed for decree, only 23 of them were decreed. Thi is because the discussion between the 

members of the Council on this issue was done through closed and what was discussed was not 

included in the press release.33  

10. The wiretapping scandal of former member Driton Muharremi and the reaction of the KJC 

The involvement of the former member of the Judicial Council and former judge Driton 

Muharremi in the wiretaps published by the online media "shqip.com" in July 2021 is a major 

scandal that the judiciary faced last year. After this affair, Muharremi had resigned from the 

position of Council member.34  

The KJC had not remained indifferent to these wiretaps, therefore on August 5, 2021 it had 

established an "ad hoc" commission to review disciplinary liability. The KJC had found 

Muharremi responsible for disciplinary violations, imposing as a disciplinary sanction the 

permanent transfer to the Basic Court in Prishtina-General Department,35 a measure which was 

also been confirmed by the Supreme Court.36 Four days later, Muharremi resigned from the 

position of judge, expressing dissatisfaction with the decision of transfer. 

 
31 “Ngritën dyshime lidhur me transparencën e avancimeve të gjyqtarëve në Departamentet Speciale dhe në Apel 

[Raised doubts about the transparency of the promotions of judges in the Special Departments and in the Appeal 

", Oath of Justice, December 21, 2020 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ngriten-dyshime-lidhur-me-

transparencen-e-avancimeve-te-gjyqtareve-ne-departamentet-speciale-dhe-ne-apel/)/. (Last accessed 17 May 

2022). 
32 “Anëtarët e KGJK-së kërkojnë të dinë pse nuk janë dekretuar të gjithë gjyqtarët nga presidentja, dyshime se 

ishin propozuar kandidat më të kaluar kriminale [KJC members want to know why not all judges have been 

decreed by the president, suspicions that there were nominated candidates with criminal past", Oath of Justice, 

January 26, 2021 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/anetaret-e-kgjk-se-kerkojne-te-dine-pse-nuk-jane-

dekretuar-te-gjithe-gjyqtaret-nga-presidentja-dyshime-se-ishin-propozuar-kandidat-me-te-kaluar-kriminale/). 

(Last accessed 17 May 2022). 
33 “KGJK diskuton prapa dyerve të mbyllura mos dekretimin nga presidentja të katër kandidatëve për gjyqtarë 

[The KJC discusses behind closed doors the non-decree by the president of the four candidates for judges. Oath 

of Justice. January 27, 2021. (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kgjk-diskuton-prapa-dyerve-te-

mbyllura-mos-dekretimin-nga-presidentja-te-kater-kandidateve-per-gjyqtare/). (Last accessed 10 May 2022). 
34  "Ekskluzive: Driton Muharremi jep dorëheqje nga pozita e anëtarit në KGJK [Exclusive: Driton Muharremi 

resigns from the position of member of the KJC", Oath of Justice, August 6, 2021 (Available at: 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ekskluzive-driton-muharremi-jep-doreheqje-nga-pozita-e-anetarit-ne-kgjk/). (Last 

accessed 17 May 2022). 
35 Kosovo Judicial Council. Decision KJC.nr.346 / 2021, dated 15 November 2021. (Available at: 

https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/decisions/55050_KGJK_Vendimi_Nr_346_2021.pdf). (Last 

accessed on 14 May 2022). 
36 Supreme Court of Kosovo. Judgment no. of case AA.nr.85 / 2021 issued on 20.12.2021. (Available at: 

https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/decisions/73313_SUP_AA%20_85_2021_SQ.pdf). (Last 

accessed on 13 May 2022). 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ngriten-dyshime-lidhur-me-transparencen-e-avancimeve-te-gjyqtareve-ne-departamentet-speciale-dhe-ne-apel/)/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ngriten-dyshime-lidhur-me-transparencen-e-avancimeve-te-gjyqtareve-ne-departamentet-speciale-dhe-ne-apel/)/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/anetaret-e-kgjk-se-kerkojne-te-dine-pse-nuk-jane-dekretuar-te-gjithe-gjyqtaret-nga-presidentja-dyshime-se-ishin-propozuar-kandidat-me-te-kaluar-kriminale/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/anetaret-e-kgjk-se-kerkojne-te-dine-pse-nuk-jane-dekretuar-te-gjithe-gjyqtaret-nga-presidentja-dyshime-se-ishin-propozuar-kandidat-me-te-kaluar-kriminale/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kgjk-diskuton-prapa-dyerve-te-mbyllura-mos-dekretimin-nga-presidentja-te-kater-kandidateve-per-gjyqtare/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kgjk-diskuton-prapa-dyerve-te-mbyllura-mos-dekretimin-nga-presidentja-te-kater-kandidateve-per-gjyqtare/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ekskluzive-driton-muharremi-jep-doreheqje-nga-pozita-e-anetarit-ne-kgjk/
https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/decisions/55050_KGJK_Vendimi_Nr_346_2021.pdf
https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/wp-content/uploads/decisions/73313_SUP_AA%20_85_2021_SQ.pdf
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Undoubtedly, such scandals undermine and dilute the efforts to build an independent, 

professional judiciary with integrity and impartiality. However, the reaction of the Council and 

the disciplinary sanction imposed on the former judge Muharremi, gives a positive signal that 

this institution has effective accountability mechanisms with which it can hold accountable the 

judges involved in certain cases. Also, the fact that the subject of this procedure was a former 

member of it, who was found responsible for such violations, proves concrete steps toward 

combating the culture of impunity.  

11. (Non) disciplination of the serbian judges and court staff whom boycotted the work at the 

Basic Court in Mitrovica 

Judges and support staff from the Serb community in the Basic Court of Mitrovica on August 

25, 2021 had boycotted their jobs. The reason for this boycott was the confirmation of the 

sentence of two years of effective imprisonment for the former MP Ivan Todosijevic, for the 

statements he had made regarding the Albanians and the Recak massacre. Serbian judges and 

support staff allege that the trial of this case by a panel of three Albanian judges violated the 

Brussels Agreement.37 

KLI through a reaction has assessed that the Special Department of the Court of Appeals acted 

correctly when in regular college adjudicated the case of Ivan Todosijevic. According to KLI, 

the Agreement on Normalization of Relations, the Rules of Procedure of the KJC and the case 

law prove that the Division of the Court of Appeals in Mitrovica did not have jurisdiction in 

this case.38 

Such actions are contrary to Law no. 06 / L-057 on disciplinary liability of judges and 

prosecutors, specifically Article 5 par.2, sub par. 2.15 and under par. 2.16 of this article. 

According to these provisions, judges should not be involved in conduct, whether in office or 

in private, that damages the reputation of the court or may undermine public trust in the 

impartiality of the judiciary or even engage in political activities. In addition, boycotting the 

work of judges constitutes a violation of the obligations set out in the Code of Professional 

Ethics for judges, such as exercising their function efficiently and legally, refraining from any 

conduct that may raise suspicion of being political, promotion of high standards of judicial 

 
37 The First Agreement of Principles Governing the Normalization of Relationships.19.04.2013. (Available at: 

https://kryeministri.rks-gov.net/wp 

content/uploads/docs/Marreveshja_e_Pare_per_Normalizimin_e_Marredhenieve_19_prill_2013.pdf?fbclid=Iw

AR1T7AYYmVXWcy9etmAkvwMs4SglajJrMaUgeQhU86otWyYYhIJGyJkebRY). (Last accessed May 18, 

2022). 
38 “IKD: Gjykata e Apelit ka vepruar drejt kur ka trajtuar rastin e Ivan Todosijeviq [KLI: The Court of Appeals 

acted correctly when handling the case of Ivan Todosijevic ". Oath of Justice. August 26, 2021. (Available at: 

https://kli-ks.org/ikd-gjykata-e-apelit-ka-vepruar-drejt-kur-ka-trajtuar-rastin-e-ivan-todosijeviq/). (Last accessed 

17 May 2022). 

https://kryeministri.rks-gov.net/wp%20content/uploads/docs/Marreveshja_e_Pare_per_Normalizimin_e_Marredhenieve_19_prill_2013.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1T7AYYmVXWcy9etmAkvwMs4SglajJrMaUgeQhU86otWyYYhIJGyJkebRY
https://kryeministri.rks-gov.net/wp%20content/uploads/docs/Marreveshja_e_Pare_per_Normalizimin_e_Marredhenieve_19_prill_2013.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1T7AYYmVXWcy9etmAkvwMs4SglajJrMaUgeQhU86otWyYYhIJGyJkebRY
https://kryeministri.rks-gov.net/wp%20content/uploads/docs/Marreveshja_e_Pare_per_Normalizimin_e_Marredhenieve_19_prill_2013.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1T7AYYmVXWcy9etmAkvwMs4SglajJrMaUgeQhU86otWyYYhIJGyJkebRY
https://kli-ks.org/ikd-gjykata-e-apelit-ka-vepruar-drejt-kur-ka-trajtuar-rastin-e-ivan-todosijeviq/
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conduct, not to participate in rallies or political manifestations, etc.39 Prohibitions of this nature 

on the conduct of judges are also defined in Article 41 of the Law on Courts.40 

Regarding this situation, there were two reactions from the KJC, the first was on August 25, 

2021, in which this institution announced that it was treating very seriously the issue of boycott 

and that it hoped that soon they would return to the work process. Whereas, the second 

statement of the KJC was that of August 2641, where the Council announced that judges and 

Serbian support staff had returned to work. In addition to these reactions, no disciplinary 

proceedings have been initiated against these judges who have not appeared in their 

workplaces, nor has any disciplinary sanctions been imposed. 

12. Innovations in the KJC after the election of the new chairman 

With the election of the new chairman in July 2021, KLI has found that the dynamics in the 

KJC have changed, as a number of positive steps have been taken to increase the transparency 

and accountability of the judiciary. For this purpose, to be highly appreciated is the decision to 

broadcast KJC meetings on the social network Facebook, then the decision for the court 

presidents to report directly to regular meetings.42  

In October 2021, the KJC approved the Strategic Plan for 2022-2024.43 This strategic plan, 

envisages the reduction of cases of corruption, organized crime and the completion of cases 

according to the deadlines set by the international standards. Another very important decision 

taken by the new leadership of the KJC was the publication of decisions of the Competent 

Authorities of rejection of the disciplinary complaints filed by natural and legal persons against 

judges. One of the largest projects of the judiciary given the "green light" to be implemented 

by the Council is the project of the International Bureau of Narcotics and Law Enforcement 

(INL), for audio and video recording of judicial hearings.44  

 
39 Code of Professional Ethics for Judges. Point 1.2, 1.4, 2.2.3 (b), 5.2, 5.5. 
40 Law no. 06 / L - 054 on the Courts. Article 41.1 "Judges do not perform any duties or services that may be 

perceived as interfering with their independence and impartiality, or that are otherwise inconsistent with the duties 

of a judge, or provisions of the Code of Professional Ethics for Judges in Kosovo." Article 41.2 “Judges are not 

members of a political entity nor can they participate in any kind of political activity. "The judge will not run, 

hold or exercise any political function." 
41 “Gjyqtarët dhe punonjësit mbështetës i kthehen punës në Gjykatën e Mitrovicës [Judges and support staff return 

to work in the Mitrovica Court. Oath of Justice. August 26, 2021. (Available 

at:https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/gjyqtaret-dhe-punonjesit-mbeshtetes-i-kthehen-punes-ne-gjykaten-e-

mitrovices/). (Last accessed 25 May 2022). 
42 See decision KJC.no.183 / 2021, KJC.no.184 / 2021. 
43 “Plani strategjik 2022-2024, KGJK synon reduktimin e lëndëve të korrupsionit dhe krimit të organizuar si dhe 

evitimin e zvarritjes së tyre [The strategic plan 2022-2024, KJC aims to reduce cases of corruption and organized 

crime and to avoid their procrastination. Oath of Justice. October 26, 2021 (Available at: 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/plani-strategjik-2022-2024-kgjk-synon-reduktimin-e-lendeve-te-korrupsionit-dhe-

krimit-te-organizuar-si-dhe-evitimin-e-zvarritjes-se-tyre/) (Last accessed 17 May 2022). 
44 “INL financon projektin për audio-incizimin e seancave gjyqësore, KGjK i jep mbështetje [INL finances the 

project for audio-recording of court hearings, the KJC gives its support ”. Oath of Justice. October 7, 2021. 

(Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/inl-financon-projektin-per-audio-incizimin-e-seancave-gjyqesore-

kgjk-i-jep-mbeshtetje/). (Last accessed 25 May 2022). 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/gjyqtaret-dhe-punonjesit-mbeshtetes-i-kthehen-punes-ne-gjykaten-e-mitrovices/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/gjyqtaret-dhe-punonjesit-mbeshtetes-i-kthehen-punes-ne-gjykaten-e-mitrovices/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/plani-strategjik-2022-2024-kgjk-synon-reduktimin-e-lendeve-te-korrupsionit-dhe-krimit-te-organizuar-si-dhe-evitimin-e-zvarritjes-se-tyre/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/plani-strategjik-2022-2024-kgjk-synon-reduktimin-e-lendeve-te-korrupsionit-dhe-krimit-te-organizuar-si-dhe-evitimin-e-zvarritjes-se-tyre/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/inl-financon-projektin-per-audio-incizimin-e-seancave-gjyqesore-kgjk-i-jep-mbeshtetje/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/inl-financon-projektin-per-audio-incizimin-e-seancave-gjyqesore-kgjk-i-jep-mbeshtetje/
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Positive initiatives are also those for the establishment of working groups for the drafting of 

the Protocol on the referral of civil cases in the mediation procedure by the courts, for the 

design and drafting of postal items and for the standardization of judgments forms and court 

decisions, drafting a strategy for reduction of old cases, strengthening cooperation with civil 

society through joint meetings, evaluation of postal services and distributors in the courts, the 

issue of disproportionate and preferential distribution of staff in the courts, appointment of a 

responsible official within the council who will accept all the concerns from all courts etc.45  

The courts of the Republic of Kosovo are soon expected to be joined by 49 new judges 46, who 

have successfully passed all stages of recruitment, in a fair, transparent process and monitored 

by civil society. 

KLI encourages the Council that such a practice of enhancing recruitment procedures in record 

time and followed with full transparency to be continued in other vacancies in order to fill 

vacancies in the judicial system within a reasonable timeframe. Compared to the previous 

vancancy announced on December 31, 2018, which had lasted more than two years, this 

recruitment process was completed within five months. Recruitment in the justice system has 

been a "black hole", constantly criticized by the media and civil society for lack of transparency 

and meritocracy, thus, the efforts and the willing of the current composition of the Council to 

change this approach, will increase public trust in the work of this institution and encourage 

new and successful staff to become part of a transparent and meritorious competition.47  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
45 See decisions:https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/vendimet-e-keshillit/?r=M&cYear=2021  
46 “Këta janë 49 kandidatët që kaluan provimin për gjyqtarë (DOKUMENT) [These are the 49 candidates who 

passed the exam for judges (DOCUMENT) ". Oath of Justice. April 8, 2022. (Available at: 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/keta-jane-49-kandidatet-qe-kaluan-provimin-per-gjyqtare-dokument/). (Last 

accessed 22 May 2022). 
47 “Si ka rrjedhur procesi i rekrutimit të 49 gjykatësve të rinj? [How did the process of recruiting 49 new judges 

go?" Oath of Justice. May 17, 2022 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/si-ka-rrjedhur-procesi-i-

rekrutimit-te-49-gjykatesve-te-rinj/?fbclid=IwAR0QcHcG_iwPygxm51T52GnuRs6TEX_08wLMF7q21T1LOmF-

Wnk-VSCa69Y). (Last accessed 23 May 2022). 

 

https://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/vendimet-e-keshillit/?r=M&cYear=2021
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/keta-jane-49-kandidatet-qe-kaluan-provimin-per-gjyqtare-dokument/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/si-ka-rrjedhur-procesi-i-rekrutimit-te-49-gjykatesve-te-rinj/?fbclid=IwAR0QcHcG_iwPygxm51T52GnuRs6TEX_08wLMF7q21T1LOmF-Wnk-VSCa69Y
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/si-ka-rrjedhur-procesi-i-rekrutimit-te-49-gjykatesve-te-rinj/?fbclid=IwAR0QcHcG_iwPygxm51T52GnuRs6TEX_08wLMF7q21T1LOmF-Wnk-VSCa69Y
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/si-ka-rrjedhur-procesi-i-rekrutimit-te-49-gjykatesve-te-rinj/?fbclid=IwAR0QcHcG_iwPygxm51T52GnuRs6TEX_08wLMF7q21T1LOmF-Wnk-VSCa69Y
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13. Adoption of the secondary legislation by KPC 

Kosovo Prosecutorial Council (KPC) during 2021 has not shown high efficiency in the 

adoption of secondary acts compared to the previous year48, as during this period it has adopted 

only three regulations, an amendment to the AI and three guidelines.49 A negative phenomenon 

that has accompanied the KPC during 2021 has been the failure to adopt bylaws set out in its 

Work Plan for the respective year, as normative acts for the organizational structure and 

functioning of the prosecutorial system administration and the guideline for implementation of 

the regulation for evaluation of the prosecutors’ performance. KPC has not managed to adopt 

the bylaws deriving from the new law on KPC, although almost two years have passed since 

the entry into force of this law. 50  

The KPC has justified the non-implementation of these legal obligations with the fact that 

regulations are in force that regulate the above-mentioned issues. KPC has announced that the 

Regulation on the organizational structure and functioning of the KPSS is expected to be 

adopted soon, with a new organization of the Secretariat. The KPC has justified the non-

implementation of these legal obligations with the fact that there are already regulations in 

force that regulate the above-mentioned issues. KPC has announced that the Regulation on the 

organizational structure and functioning of the KPSS is expected to be adopted soon, with a 

new organization of the Secretariat.51 Regarding this position of the KPC, it should be noted 

that the regulations cited by the KPC are bylaws that were first and foremost issued on the basis 

of an already repealed law. Therefore, this legal basis no longer exists. The regulations 

mentioned by the Council should be implemented only until the moment of the adoption of 

other acts, which according to the law must be adopted within six months from the entry into 

force of Law no. 06 / l-056 for KPC.52  

KLI reiterates that one of the primary obligations of the KPC is the adoption of bylaws, 

therefore any failure in this regard, constitutes non-exercise of the constitutional and legal 

function that this institution has. KPC should keep in mind that the lack of any regulation is a 

legal gap, an obstacle to the proper administration of the prosecutorial system and a vague 

planning. With this inefficient way of acting, there is a risk of repeating the negative practice 

 
48 Bajraktari, L. Gashi, L: “Cenimi i integritetit të Këshillave nga Këshillat [Violation of the integrity of the 

Councils by the Councils ”. Prishtina. April 2021. Pp.36-39. 
49 Regulation No. 01/2021, No. 02/2021 and No. 03.2021. UA no.01 / 2021. Guide for Advocates' Access to 

Prosecution Facilities, Guideline and Manual for Communication in Crisis of Prosecutorial System, Basic 

Guideline for Referral of Disciplinary Procedures by the Competent Authorities and Investigative Panels in the 

Prosecutorial System. 
50 Note: The Law on KPC which entered into force on 18 April 2019 had explicitly provided for the adoption of 

a certain number of regulations within 6 months after its entry into force such as: Regulation on Duties and 

Responsibilities of the Standing Committees for KPC, Regulation on Process of Appointment and Reappointment 

of Prosecutors from Under-represented Communities Serving Prosecutors in Kosovo and Regulation on the 

Organizational Structure and Functioning of the KPSS 
51 KPC response to KLI. 25 January 2022. 
52 Law no. 06 / l-056 for KPC. Article 37.1 "Bylaws defined in this law shall be issued within six (6) months after 

the entry into force of this law." 
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used so far where the laws that have obliged the KPC will be repealed, while the obligations 

that have resulted from them will remain unimplemented by this institution. 

14. Accountability and integrity in the Prosecutorial System 

The absolute percentage of decision-making in the Council during 2021 has been the release 

of prosecutors from disciplinary responsibility, while the most severe measure imposed by the 

KPC has been the non-public written reprimand, which represents a "amnestied" approach of 

the Council in disciplining prosecutors involved in disciplinary violations.53  

In the framework of fulfilling the legal obligations, it should be noted that KPC and the State 

Prosecutor (SP) have approved the annual work reports for 2020 and have published them on 

the official website. However, as has happened in the previous years, even for this year these 

reports contain only numerous statistical data, but that do not build a concrete analysis 

regarding these statistical data. Unlike 2020, KPC during this period had successfully 

completed the process of evaluating the performance of prosecutors. 

The KPC has failed to invite chief prosecutors to report to its members. The KPC justified this 

with the fact that this way of reporting was not appropriate due to the Covid / 19 pandemic and 

that was the reason they only submitted written reports to the KPC members.54 According to 

KLI assessment, this reasoning does not cover the failure of the KPC in this case to fulfill this 

obligation, given that most of the meetings of the KPC are organized virtually through the 

platform "Zoom", and in the same way as KPC members, the media and civil society have 

participated in the meetings, in that way could be reported by the Chief Prosecutors of the 

respective prosecutions. Moreover, the absence of Chief Prosecutors during the presentation of 

work reports has prevented KPC members from seeking additional clarifications or receiving 

responses from them for certain data contained in those work plans. 

In this context, KLI considers that it is necessary that the approval of these work plans not be 

seen as only a formal fulfillment of obligations, but to enable the general public to be well 

informed about the work and real challenges of the prosecutorial system, affecting the growth 

of accountability and transparency within this institution itself. 

15. Transparency and public accountability of the prosecutorial system 

KPC continuously proclaims the increase of transparency and accountability in relation to the 

public and the media. KPC has adopted regulations55 and strategies56 to increase the 

transparency and accountability and to facilitate cooperation with the public and the media. 

Furthermore, in the Work Plan Report for 2021, KPC has determined a planning for 

transparency and communication with the public and the media.57 Nonetheless, out of 241 

 
53 “Work report for 2021 for KPC ”. Prishtina. March 2022. Pg. 29-30. 
54 KPC response to KLI. March 28, 2022. 
55 Regulation no.03 / 2019 on the Public Communication Service in the prosecutorial system. 
56 Communication Strategy of the Prosecutorial System 2021-2023. 
57“ Annual Work Plan 2021 of the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council ”. Pg.19. (Available at: https://prokuroria-

rks.org/assets/cms/uploads/files/Dokumente%20Publikime/KPK/Plane%20te%20Punes/PLANI%20VJETOR%

https://prokuroria-rks.org/assets/cms/uploads/files/Dokumente%20Publikime/KPK/Plane%20te%20Punes/PLANI%20VJETOR%20I%20PUN%C3%8BS%20I%20VITIT%202021%20I%20K%C3%8BSHILLIT%20PROKURORIAL%20T%C3%8B%20KOSOV%C3%8BS.pdf
https://prokuroria-rks.org/assets/cms/uploads/files/Dokumente%20Publikime/KPK/Plane%20te%20Punes/PLANI%20VJETOR%20I%20PUN%C3%8BS%20I%20VITIT%202021%20I%20K%C3%8BSHILLIT%20PROKURORIAL%20T%C3%8B%20KOSOV%C3%8BS.pdf
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requests for access to information and public documents addressed to the prosecutorial system, 

KLI received 95 positive responses (39%), 12 negative responses (5%), while 134 of them 

(56%) remained unanswered. 

KLI during this period has submitted 60 such requests to KPC, of which, in 23 cases (38%) 

has received a positive response, in 5 cases (8%) has received a negative response, while in 

32 other requests (53 %), KPC have not offered a response at all. 

 

Graphic 2: Transparency of KPC and prosecutions to KLI requests during 2021 

During 2021 KPC has issued about 200 decisions 58, of which only 103 decisions (51.5%) were 

published on the KPC website, while 97 decisions (48.5%) were not published.59 Failure to 

publish about half of the KPC decisions constitutes negligence and non-implementation of acts 

adopted by the Council itself.60 Also, KPC has continued with the non-publication of decisions 

in Serbian language as out of about 200 approved decisions, only 45 decisions were published 

in Serbian language, while out of three (3) adopted regulations, only two (2) of them were 

published in Serbian language. 

In this case, KLI reminds KPC that two (2) linguistics is a constitutional principle, which must 

be applied by all public institutions. Furthermore, within the prosecutorial system, there are 

also Serbian prosecutors and according to the report of ASP, there are 14 or 7.69% prosecutors 

from this community, of whom are also members of the KPC. 

Lack of transparency in relation to the public KPC had shown on the occasion of holding an 

extraordinary meeting (Meeting 194 of KPC), where the meeting was not included at all in the 

calendar of meetings and the agenda was not made public. After the meeting, KPC issued only 

a press release. In such circumstances, it was impossible for the public, media and civil society 

to monitor this KPC meeting. 

 
20I%20PUN%C3%8BS%20I%20VITIT%202021%20I%20K%C3%8BSHILLIT%20PROKURORIAL%20T%

C3%8B%20KOSOV%C3%8BS.pdf).  (Last accessed 18 May 2022). 
58 KPC response to KLI. 28 March 2022. 
59 Note: The latest data on the publication of decisions were extracted on April 10, 2022. 
60 Regulation no.02 / 2020 on the organization and activity of the KPC. Article 16.2 "The announcement of the 

decisions of the Council is made without delay after the end of the meeting and are published on the official 

website of the Council, unless otherwise provided by law." 
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The disregard that KPC and SP had made to the offer of the British Embassy to support the 

process of election of the new Chief State Prosecutor, has proven that this institution, in 

addition to promoting transparency, does not apply it in practice. The disregard toward an 

important partner such as the British Embassy undoubtedly conveys a negative message to the 

public and severely damages the credibility of one of the most important processes in the 

prosecutorial system, such as the election of the new Chief State Prosecutor.61  

16. (Illegality) in prosecutors' promotions and transfers 

KPC during 2021 has continued the practice of promoting prosecutors without any vacancy, in 

the name of the transfer. Although the transfer and promotion of prosecutors is regulated by 

the Constitution, law and special normative act, the KPC and the Chief State Prosecutor have 

not complied with these rules. 

The decision issued by the former Chief State Prosecutor Aleksandër Lumezi for the transfer 

of prosecutor Bahri Hyseni from the Basic Prosecution in Ferizaj to the Office of the Chief 

State Prosecutor was taken in complete disregard of the legal provisions and the needs of the 

latter. In this case, Hyseni has been transferred to the Office of the Chief State Prosecutor with 

a decision of the Chief State Prosecutor. Hyseni has been promoted without any announced 

vacancy to the Office of the Chief State Prosecutor, from the lowest level within the 

prosecutorial system to a higher level, without any extraordinary need, contrary to the rules in 

force.62 KPC not only had not corrected this illegal practice, but in May 2021, had taken the 

decision to "notarize" the decision for promotion of Hyseni to the Office of the Chief State 

Prosecutor.63 

Moreover, the decision of the KPC to transfer the prosecutor Fatmir Behrami from the General 

Department to the Juvenile Department of Basic Prosecution in Prishtina was ilegal. The 

transfer of a prosecutor from the General Department to Serious Crimes Department or Juvenile 

Department cannot be considered a transfer, but a promotion.64 The decision of the former 

Chief Prosecutor Lumezi for the transfer of prosecutor Mone Syla from General Department 

to Juvenile Department of the Basic Prosecution in Gjakova was also issued illegally. This 

prosecutor was transferred for a period of 6 months, although according to Article 7.2 of 

Regulation no.03 / 2016 this term should not be longer than 30 days, unless the KPC approves 

 
61 “Ekskluzive (dokument): Si Maloku dhe Lumezi injoruan për dy muaj ofertën e Ambasadës Britanike për 

mbështetje të procesit të zgjedhjes së Kryeprokurorit të Shtetit? [Exclusive (document): How did Maloku and 

Lumezi disredarded for two months the offer of the British Embassy to support the process of electing the Chief 

State Prosecutor? ”, Oath of Justice, January 25, 2022 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ekskluzive-

dokument-si-maloku-dhe-lumezi-injoruan-per-dy-muaj-oferten-e-ambasades-britanike-per-mbeshtetje-te-

procesit-te-zgjedhjes-se-kryeprokurorit-te-shtetit/). (Last accessed 19 May 2022). 
62 Bajraktari, L: “Ligjshmëria e avancimeve dhe përfitimeve në Zyrën e Kryeprokurorit të Shtetit [Legality of 

promotions and benefits in the Office of the Chief State Prosecutor ”. Prishtina. February 2021. Pp.14-17. 
63 Decision KPK.no.323 / 2021 issued by the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council. 
64 Bajraktari, L: “Ligjshmëria e avancimeve dhe përfitimeve në Zyrën e Kryeprokurorit të Shtetit [Legality of 

promotions and benefits in the Office of the Chief State Prosecutor”. Pp.16. 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ekskluzive-dokument-si-maloku-dhe-lumezi-injoruan-per-dy-muaj-oferten-e-ambasades-britanike-per-mbeshtetje-te-procesit-te-zgjedhjes-se-kryeprokurorit-te-shtetit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ekskluzive-dokument-si-maloku-dhe-lumezi-injoruan-per-dy-muaj-oferten-e-ambasades-britanike-per-mbeshtetje-te-procesit-te-zgjedhjes-se-kryeprokurorit-te-shtetit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ekskluzive-dokument-si-maloku-dhe-lumezi-injoruan-per-dy-muaj-oferten-e-ambasades-britanike-per-mbeshtetje-te-procesit-te-zgjedhjes-se-kryeprokurorit-te-shtetit/
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a longer period. Also, KPC had found that prosecutor Syla, who had applied as the only 

candidate to fill a position in this department, did not meet the criteria for promotion.65 

The decision issued by the KPC to extend the temporary transfer of prosecutor Bogdan Spadijer 

to the General Department of the Basic Prosecution in Mitrovica was also done without a legal 

basis. Prosecutor Spadier on February 21, 2020 was temporarily transferred for a period of one 

year, while on February 8, 2021 this transfer was extended until a new decision of the Council. 

The extension of the transfer was made in violation of the Law on KPC, respectively Article 

28.1 stipulated that the Council may transfer a prosecutor to another prosecution for a period 

not exceeding one year. 

KLI had consistently recommended that the KPC should stop the negative and illegal practice 

of promoting prosecutors in the name of temporary transfer. Clarifying the difference between 

promotion and transfer has been a recommendation for KPC in the past KLI reports. As a 

reminder, KLI finds that the transfer of a prosecutor from the General Department to Serious 

Crimes Department or Juvenile Department can not be considered a transfer, but a promotion. 

The distinction and criteria for promotion and transfer are also provided by the new KPC 

Regulation on the transfer and promotion of State prosecutors. 

17. Illegal elections and candidacies in KPC 

KPC since January 18, 2021 is led by Jetish Maloku, who has been illegally elected to this 

position.66 Jetishi has held the position as a KPC member during the years 2011-2015. The law 

on KPC which is currently in force has clearly defined that the members of the Council remain 

in office for a five-year term, without the right to be re-elected. This definition given in this 

provision makes it impossible and prohibits candidates who have previously exercised this 

function from being re-elected as KPC members.67  

The candidacy of the former member of KPC Dëshirë Jusaj for Chief Prosecutor of Basic 

Prosecution in Gjakova was also illegal. Jusaj was a member of the KPC until October 21, 

2020, when shortly before the end of her regular term, she resigned from this position to run as 

chief prosecutor.68 Such a practice was assessed as "lack of integrity, dangerous policy for the 

 
65 “KPK miraton Rregulloren për transferim dhe avancim të prokurorëve, themelohen edhe dy panele hetimore 

[KPC adopts the Regulation on transfer and promotion of prosecutors, two investigative panels are established 

", Oath of Justice. November 2, 2021. (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kpk-miraton-rregulloren-per-

transferim-dhe-avancim-te-prokuroreve-themelohen-edhe-dy-panele-hetimore/). (Last accessed 19 May 2022). 
66 “Prokurori Jetish Maloku zgjedhet kryesues i KPK-së [Prosecutor Jetish Maloku is elected chairman of the 

KPC ". The Oath of Justice. January 18, 2021. (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/prokurori-jetish-

maloku-zgjedhet-kryesues-i-kpk-se/). (Last accessed 13 April 2022). 
67 “IKD: KPK në mënyrë të kundërligjshme nominoi për anëtar të KPK-së, ish-anëtarin Jetish Maloku [KLI: KPC 

illegally nominated as a member of KPC, the former member Jetish Maloku ”. Oath of Justice. October 21, 2020. 

(Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-kpk-ne-menyre-te-kunderligjshme-nominoi-per-anetar-te-kpk-

se-ish-anetarin-jetish-maloku/). (Last accessed 2 May 2022). 
68 “IKD: Dorëheqja e anëtarëve të KPK-së në kohën para shpalljes së konkursit për kryeprokurorë, praktikë që 

mund të paraqesë konflikt të interesit dhe mungesë të integritetit [KLI: Resignation of KPC members just before 

the announcement of the vacancy for Chief Prosecutor, a practice that may present a conflict of interest and lack 

of integrity. Oath of Justice. October 8, 2020 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-doreheqja-e-

anetareve-te-kpk-se-ne-kohen-para-shpalljes-se-konkursit-per-kryeprokurore-praktike-qe-mund-te-paraqese-

konflikt-te-interesit-dhe-mungese-te-integritetit/). (Last accessed 13 May 2022). 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kpk-miraton-rregulloren-per-transferim-dhe-avancim-te-prokuroreve-themelohen-edhe-dy-panele-hetimore/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kpk-miraton-rregulloren-per-transferim-dhe-avancim-te-prokuroreve-themelohen-edhe-dy-panele-hetimore/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/prokurori-jetish-maloku-zgjedhet-kryesues-i-kpk-se/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/prokurori-jetish-maloku-zgjedhet-kryesues-i-kpk-se/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-kpk-ne-menyre-te-kunderligjshme-nominoi-per-anetar-te-kpk-se-ish-anetarin-jetish-maloku/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-kpk-ne-menyre-te-kunderligjshme-nominoi-per-anetar-te-kpk-se-ish-anetarin-jetish-maloku/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-doreheqja-e-anetareve-te-kpk-se-ne-kohen-para-shpalljes-se-konkursit-per-kryeprokurore-praktike-qe-mund-te-paraqese-konflikt-te-interesit-dhe-mungese-te-integritetit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-doreheqja-e-anetareve-te-kpk-se-ne-kohen-para-shpalljes-se-konkursit-per-kryeprokurore-praktike-qe-mund-te-paraqese-konflikt-te-interesit-dhe-mungese-te-integritetit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/ikd-doreheqja-e-anetareve-te-kpk-se-ne-kohen-para-shpalljes-se-konkursit-per-kryeprokurore-praktike-qe-mund-te-paraqese-konflikt-te-interesit-dhe-mungese-te-integritetit/
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prosecutorial system and evidence of the capture of the prosecutorial system by a small number 

of prosecutors."69 Such a candidacy or election would present a conflict of interest under 

Article 18.1.1.1 of Law no. 06 / L-011 on Prevention of Conflict of Interest in Exercising Public 

Function.70 This is best proven in the case of the candidacy of the former KPC member Arben 

Ismajli for the position of Chief State Prosecutor, since according to the opinion of the Anti-

Corruption Agency of March 4, 2022, it was concluded that the eventual appointment of the 

former KPC members in the position of Chief State Prosecutor before the expiration of the 

two-year term from the end of the mandate in the KPC, is in conflict with the Law on 

Prevention of Conflict of Interest. In this case, the former candidate Ismajli, if elected to this 

position, would be in conflict of interest.71 

18. The scandalous decision of the KPC of training a prosecutor three months before retirement 

By a scandalous decision of KPC, three months before retirement, former prosecutor Ferdane 

Sylejmani was obliged to attend trainings due to her insufficient performance in Basic 

Prosecution in Prishtina.72 Such a decision of the Council to train prosecutors who retire in 

addition to being scandalous is also useless for the prosecutorial system itself, as with the 

retirement of prosecutor Sylejmani, the KPC cannot attain any professional benefit from the 

latter. 

KLI considers that KPC with such a decision has misused state resources by spending budget 

on an activity which does not bring any benefit to the prosecutorial system and all this as a 

result of mismanagement of competencies and misplanning of the policies. Therefore, such a 

decision of the KPC is unreasonable and completely contradicts the purpose of the training and 

the effects for which the performance assessment is done. Pursuant to Article 30 paragraph 2 

of the Regulation on the Evaluation of Prosecutors' Performance, the KPC could not have taken 

such a decision, as paragraph 2 of this Article allows the KPC some discretion regarding 

decisions in case the prosecutor receives the assessment "insufficient", which explicitly states 

that "the Council" can "take the following decisions"…73  

 
69 Bajraktari, L. Gashi, L: “Cenimi i integritetit të Këshillave nga Këshillat [Violation of the integrity of the 

Councils by the Councils ”. Prishtina. April 2021. Pg.45 
70 Law no. 06 / L-011 on the prevention of conflict of interest in the exercise of public office. Article 18.1.1.1 “To 

be employed or appointed, for a period of up to two (2) years after the end of the public function, in a leading or 

managerial position, or to be involved in the control or audit of public and private institutions and their 

subordinate institutions which have business relations with the institution where he has exercised the public 

function, if his duties during the two-year period before the end of the exercise of the public function have been 

directly related to the supervision, control or sanctioning of their activity; ”. 
71 “Kush janë kandidatët që kanë konflikt të interesit në garën për Kryeprokuror të Shtetit? [Who are the 

candidates who have a conflict of interest in the race for Chief State Prosecutor?" Oath of Justice. March 12, 

2022. (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kush-jane-kandidatet-qe-kane-konflikt-te-interesit-ne-garen-

per-kryeprokuror-te-shtetit/). (Last accessed 25 May 2022). 
72 “Betimi për Drejtësi 263: Vendimi skandaloz i Këshillit Prokurorial [Oath of Justice 263: The Scandalous 

Decision of the Prosecutorial Council ”. Oath of Justice, January 22, 2022. (Available at: 

(https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/betimi-per-drejtesi-263-vendimi-skandaloz-i-keshillit-

prokurorial/?fbclid=IëAR2IëUKo42AxrNnG8ZZ6SEVzunameNM9aFahLLvEë-5jroyS5KN793odLK0). (Last 

accessed 19 May 2022). 
73 For more see: Regulation No. 05.2020 on the Performance Evaluation of Prosecutors. 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kush-jane-kandidatet-qe-kane-konflikt-te-interesit-ne-garen-per-kryeprokuror-te-shtetit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kush-jane-kandidatet-qe-kane-konflikt-te-interesit-ne-garen-per-kryeprokuror-te-shtetit/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/betimi-per-drejtesi-263-vendimi-skandaloz-i-keshillit-prokurorial/?fbclid=IëAR2IëUKo42AxrNnG8ZZ6SEVzunameNM9aFahLLvEë-5jroyS5KN793odLK0
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/betimi-per-drejtesi-263-vendimi-skandaloz-i-keshillit-prokurorial/?fbclid=IëAR2IëUKo42AxrNnG8ZZ6SEVzunameNM9aFahLLvEë-5jroyS5KN793odLK0
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In addition, Sylejmani on April 19, 2022 has reached retirement age and her contribution 

regarding the knowledge gained from attending training for the prosecutorial system will be 

useless as she will no longer be part of the system. However, this is not the first time that 

prosecutor Ferdane Sylejmani has faced measures and degradation. Following the reporting of 

the "Oath of Justice" in 2019, she was demoted by the Prosecutorial Council from the Serious 

Crimes Department to the General Department.74 

19. The wiretapping scandal and the KPC double standards 

19.1 The resignation of the prosecutor involved in the wiretapping 

During 2021 the public was shocked by the publication of several wiretaps involving actors of 

the justice system in unauthorized conversations. Former prosecutor of the Basic prosecution 

in Prishtina, Shemsije Asllani was involved in telephone conversations with a caller, promising 

the latter that she would use her influence to intervene even in the case where he claimed that 

an expensive car had been unjustly confiscated.75 After the initiation of disciplinary 

proceedings against her, the latter was found responsible for disciplinary violations and against 

her was imposed the disciplinary sanction "Permanent transfer to the Basic Prosecution in 

Mitrovica, to the General Department",76 this decision was also confirmed by the Supreme 

Court. As a result, prosecutor Asllani had irrevocably resigned from this position. 

Involvement in such misconduct of a prosecutor undermines public trust in the work of the 

entire prosecutorial system, as long as the latter are called and have a legal mandate to 

investigate and prosecute the perpetrators of criminal offenses, and by no means to become 

part of these illegal activities. However, the reaction of the Council and the disciplinary 

sanction imposed on the former prosecutor Asllani give a positive signal on the functioning of 

internal mechanisms. But, the selective approach of these mechanisms is a special issue that 

we will discuss next in this report.  

19.2 Lumezi's involvement in the wiretapping scandal and the silence of KPC 

Although the name of former Chief Prosecutor Lumezi was mentioned in two wiretaps 

published in the online media "shqip.com", KPC has not initiated any disciplinary proceedings 

against the latter, to reveal to the public his involvement in this affair. Through a telephone 

connection on a TV show, Lumezi confirmed that he had talked to the businessman Halit 

Sahitaj, with whom he had been introduced by the former judge Driton Muharremi, and who 

 
74 “Pas raportimit të “Betimi për Drejtësi”, degradohet prokurorja Ferdane Sylejmani [After the reporting of 

"Oath for Justice", the prosecutor Ferdane Sylejmani is degraded ". Oath of Justice. December 9, 2019 (Available 

at:https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/pas-raportimit-te-betimi-per-drejtesi-degradohet-prokurorja-ferdane-sylejmani/). 

(Last accessed 14 April 2022). 
75 “Ekskluzive: Ndërhyrje në raste, ushtrim i ndikimit, keqpërdorim i pozitës dhe fotografi të dyshimta – rasti me 

plot dritëhije i prokurores Shemsije Asllani [Exclusive: Intervention in cases, exerting influence, abuse of position 

and suspicious photos - the case full of  shadow of the prosecutor Shemsije Asllani ”. Shqip.com. (Available at: 

https://shqip.com/shenjester/ekskluzive-nderhyrje-ne-raste-ushtrim-i-ndikimit-keqperdorim-i-pozites-dhe-

fotografi-te-dyshimta-rasti-me-plot-dritehije-i-prokurores-shemsije-asllani/). (Last accessed 17 May 2022). 
76 “KPK degradon dhe transferon prokuroren Shemsije Asllani [KPC degrades and transfers the prosecutor 

Shemsije Asllani ”, Oath of Justice, February 1, 2022 (Available at: https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kpk-degradon-

dhe-transferon-prokuroren-shemsije-asllani/). (Last accessed 28 March 2022). 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/pas-raportimit-te-betimi-per-drejtesi-degradohet-prokurorja-ferdane-sylejmani/
https://shqip.com/shenjester/ekskluzive-nderhyrje-ne-raste-ushtrim-i-ndikimit-keqperdorim-i-pozites-dhe-fotografi-te-dyshimta-rasti-me-plot-dritehije-i-prokurores-shemsije-asllani/
https://shqip.com/shenjester/ekskluzive-nderhyrje-ne-raste-ushtrim-i-ndikimit-keqperdorim-i-pozites-dhe-fotografi-te-dyshimta-rasti-me-plot-dritehije-i-prokurores-shemsije-asllani/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kpk-degradon-dhe-transferon-prokuroren-shemsije-asllani/
https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/kpk-degradon-dhe-transferon-prokuroren-shemsije-asllani/
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had asked for the release of a confiscated car. As Lumezi stated, the purpose of this individual 

was to blackmail them, and not the car mentioned in those conversations.77  

Although the actions of Chief Prosecutor Lumezi are almost identical to those of former 

prosecutor Asllani, they are not considered as a sufficient basis to initiate disciplinary 

investigative proceedings against the head of the State Prosecution. The reasoning given by the 

Chairman of the KPC, Jetish Maloku, for not initiating disciplinary proceedings against Lumezi 

was that the latter was not directly involved in the published wiretaps and that he allegedly was 

not part of what was said in the published conversations.78 

In order to reach such a conclusion, it was necessary that the KPC “ex officio” initiate a 

disciplinary investigation, as a Competent Authority, taking into account the fact that Lumezi 

in his capacity as Chief Prosecutor was a member of this Council. Article 2.2 of the Code of 

Ethics and Professional Conduct for Council members clearly states that "a member of the 

Council shall act all the time in such a way as to increase public trust in the dignity, integrity, 

effectiveness and impartiality of the Council".  

20. Failure to fulfill the work plan for 2021 

In January 2021, KPC had approved and published the work plan for 2021. However, many of 

the objectives included in this work plan have remained only planning on paper, such as: the 

formation of a mechanism that deals with cases of denigrating the personality of prosecutors, 

approving a series of bylaws, taking steps to provide health insurance for prosecutors and 

administrative staff, regular reporting of chief prosecutors on issues of administration and 

efficiency in handling cases, establishing an advisory mechanism for prosecutors in compliance 

with the code of ethics and professional conduct. 

Some of the aims included in this work plan and fulfilled by KPC are: the drafting of the 

strategic plan of the prosecutorial system 2022-2024, which is focused in the correlation of the 

performance of the prosecutorial system with the needs of the citizens,79 approval of the 

communication strategy of the prosecutorial system 2021-2023, establishment of the 

commission for evaluation of the performance of prosecutors, drafting of the document 

"Training policies for prosecutors and administrative staff of the prosecutorial system" and the 

Plan of needs for training of prosecutors and administrative staff " etc.80 Meanwhile, regarding 

the planning for increasing transparency, KPC, although it managed to approve the 

Communication Strategy during the last year, have not managed to implement other planned 

 
77“ Lumezi: Prokuroria Speciale do ta hetojë audio-incizimin e fundit [Lumezi: The Special Prosecution will 

investigate the last audio recording ". Telegrafi.com. (Availabe at: https://telegrafi.com/lumezi-prokuroria-

speciale-ta-hetoje-audio-incizimin-e-fundit/). (Last accessed 13 April 2022). 
78 “Maloku thotë se janë duke e rishqyrtuar vendimin KPMSHC për ish-drejtorin e Sekretariatit të KPK-së, 

Lavdim Krasniqi [Maloku says that they are reviewing the decision of the IOBCSK for the former director of the 

Secretariat of the KPC, Lavdim Krasniqi ", Oath of Justice, December 30, 2021 (Available at: 

https://betimiperdrejtesi.com/moloku-thote-se-jane-duke-e-rishqyrtuar-vendimin-kpmshc-per-ish-drejtorin-e-

sekretariatit-te-kpk-se-lavdim-krasniqi/). (Last accessed 29 March 2022). 
79 Kosovo Prosecutorial Council. "Strategic plan of the prosecutorial system 2022-2024". Pp.7. 
80 “Work report for 2021 for KPC ”. Prishtina. March 2022. P.24. 
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activities such as organizing information campaigns, then organizing different roundtables and 

meetings with the non-governmental sector. 

KPC has again included in its work plan other aims which have been very abstract and as such 

have not represented good planning, such as: “Advancing the system of recruitment of 

prosecutors, including the electronic system ”; "Continuous risk assessment for each critical 

work process"; "Efficient implementation of the new performance evaluation system"; "Budget 

planning based on needs and strategic orientations"; "Advancing the supervision and control 

process"; "Standardization and unification of internal and external information"; or "Support 

to the provision of sub-legal infrastructure”.81 

KLI reminds KPC that the annual work plans which include the main activities that are 

expected to be implemented during the year, are of vital importance in planning and advancing 

the good administration of justice, and are by no means formal documents. Therefore, KLI 

recommends KPC that during the drafting of the annual work plan, to show a clear vision, 

setting measurable objectives and activities and to devote all its potential to the fulfillment of 

this plan throughout a calendar year, to achieve the required goals related to raising the quality 

of administration of justice. 

 
81 “Annual Work Plan 2021 of the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council ”. Pp.13,15-19,23. 


